13. (0632) KENYA ON THE ARREST OF THE FORMER MINISTER OF ECONOMY. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
14. (0642) AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL FINDINGS ON YUGOSLAVIA. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
15. (0658) U.S. MILITARY BASE CLOSES IN PHILIPPINES. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
16. (0714) JAPANESE GOVERNMENT DECIDES TO CURTAIL FISHING INDUSTRY. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
17. (0730) ABC BROADCASTS PROGRAM ON LEE HARVEY OSWALD, USING THE MATERIALS FROM THE KGB ARCHIVES. REPORT OVER VIDEO.
18. (0913) A BOWN FIREMAN SET FIRES TO BECOME A HERO.
19. (0930) UN EXPERTS FOUND MORE ENRICHED URANIUM IN IRAQ; CORRESPONDENT PASLYAK REPORTS ON THE USSR TRANSPORTING NUCLEAR MATERIALS FROM IRAQ TO THE USSR FOR SAFE-KEEPING; INTERVIEW WITH S. YERMAKOV. VIDEO REPORT. (LD2611235891)
20. (1211) CORRESPONDENT MARTYNOV REPORTS ON THE DISCUSSION BY THE RSFSR SUPREME SOVIET CHANGES TO THE CRIMINAL CODE ON DRUGS; INTERVIEW WITH AN OFFICIAL. VIDEO REPORT.
21. (1400) GUROV LEFT THE USSR INTERNAL AFFAIRS MINISTRY.
22. (1410) CORRESPONDENT SOKOLOVA INTERVIEWS ALEKSIY II ON HIS RETURN FROM THE U.S.
23. (1525) CORRESPONDENT REPORTS ON A FUNERAL SERVICE FOR THOSE WHO DIED IN 1917 DEFENDING MOSCOW AGAINST BOLSHEVIKS. VIDEO REPORT.
24. (1704) CORRESPONDENT ZAYTSEVA REPORTS ON A STRIKE BY MOSCOW PUBLIC BATHS EMPLOYEES. VIDEO REPORT.
25. (1821) TASS: REPORT ON CONCENTRATING TROOPS ON THE CHECHEN BORDER REFUTED. (COV LD2611201491)
26. (1825) THE DEFENSE MINISTRY REFUTED A REPORT ON AFGHAN GROUPING BREAKING THROUGH INTO THE USSR. (COV LD2611150591)
27. (1835) SHELLING IN TSKHINVALI CONTINUES.
28. (1843) A STRIKE OF RUSSIAN MEDICAL WORKERS PLANNED FOR 25 DECEMBER.
29. (1851) CORRESPONDENT NIKOLAYEV REPORTS FROM KAZAN ON THE SITTING OF THE SUPREME SOVIET OF TATARSTAN; INCOMES AND A REFERENDUM ARE UNDER DISCUSSION. VIDEO REPORT.
30. (1945) CORRESPONDENT OVCHINNIKOV REPORTS FROM HURKANSK ON THE PRIVATIZATION OF SHOPS THERE. VIDEO REPORT.
31. (2030) CORRESPONDENT ZVEREVA REPORTS ON THE WORK OF A NEW LINE FOR SAUSAGE PRODUCTION AT THE MEAT PROCESSING COMBINE IN NIZHNII NOVGOROD. VIDEO REPORT.
32. (2117) CORRESPONDENT LAZAREV REPORTS ON THE OPENING OF AN EXHIBITION OF INTERTORGPRODNIASH IN MOSCOW. VIDEO REPORT.
33. (2215) CORRESPONDENT GURATSKII REPORTS ON KAAS OPENING HER TOUR IN MOSCOW. VIDEO REPORT.
34. (2407) THE SOCIETY OF NATURISTS HAS BEEN REFUSED REGISTRATION BY MOSCOW JUDICIAL BOARD.
35. (2433) A WOMAN IN IZHEVSK CELEBRATES HER 105TH BIRTHDAY.
36. (2500) WEATHER.
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